Inventory
Raymond Bell Collection
(Materials listed in bold type are available for research)

Box 1: [Unarranged Materials]
[Magazines: Time, Good Housekeeping, genealogical research material by surname]

Box 2: [Unarranged Materials]
[Book: Walford, John, Armageddon: Oil and the Middle East Crisis, 1976; Ancestry of Richard Nixon dated 23 June 1972 with notes and letters; Correspondence re: Bell’s genealogy of RN]

Box 3: [Unarranged Materials]
[“Our Walsh Heritage” “Clemson Family”; Genealogical reference material arranged by surname]

Box 4: [Unarranged Materials]
[Genealogical materials including OS Charts; folder labeled Publication, also several maps]

Box 5: [Unarranged Materials]
[Genealogical materials including publications and spiral bound genealogies, filing appears to be by place]

Box 6: [Unarranged Materials]
[Genealogical materials by surname]

Box 7: [Unarranged Materials]
[Genealogical research by surname]

Box 8: [Unarranged Materials]
[Genealogical research by surname - Nixon]

Box 9: [Unarranged Materials]
[Genealogical research by surname – Milhous ? clippings and publications]

Box 10: [Unarranged Materials]
[Genealogical research by surname – Clemson and Moore]